I22	THE ASCENT OF BALLADS
and therefore should hurt none of them, the ballad depicts th
Princess Urraca in the act of reproaching him for leading he
brother's army against her stronghold of Zamora. Such was thei
intimacy, she says, that he might have married her and gained
high estate, had he not preferred Jimena and wealth. The Cid ha<
chosen Jimena! But if so, the Cid had killed the father of the lad
he loved. The ballads do not speak of the conflict between lov
and honour, but they provide the datum which Guillen de Castr
was prompt to seize. His Mocedades del Cid is, in places, a cent
of ballads, and he is compelled, for verisimilitude, to repeat ballad
which are not allied to his main theme. The latter is the conflict o
love and honour indicated by the ballad. Honour triumph
speedily in Ruy Diaz, though it tears his heart; for honour was ai
obligation upon men which could not be gainsaid. With worne:
it was rather different, since their reputation was defended by thei
males, and only the most virile of women were expected to take u;
the obligation of washing out dishonour in blood. Jimena is
virile woman; but she is a woman none the less, so that with hei
after a decent resistance, love prevails. The idea of the dramati
does not rest, for Spain, in such conflicts. The Mocedades was
sport of Castro's peculiar temperament, but in passing into Frenc
as Le Cid of Corneille the plot, made more intellectual and abstracl
resolved itself into the conflict of duties which became the formul
of Racinian tragedy.
Cervantes also was a ballad-lover, and in his 'romances' was a
near as ever he was to being a poet. He knew no more of the Arthur
ian legend than three ballads told him; and though he had rea
Italian epics and Castilian chapbooks full of Carolingian matter, th
themes nearest to his mind were those contained in the ballads of th
Marquis of Mantua, Durandarte, Gaiferos, and Montesinos. Whs
more natural, then, than to sit down and begin a short 'exemplar
novel' on the chivalric mania by depicting a country squire ridin
out to redress wrongs like Ogier from Mantua ? It seems only t
have been the afterthought that no knight lacked his squire thj
caused Don Quixote to turn back from his first sally. The Kmgt
of the Sorrowful Countenance returned to the midst of one c
those didactic chapters with which Cervantes, the greatest of peda
gogues, could not help interlarding his works. A criticism of mis
cellaneous novels and romances served to deflect the course c
the parody; and when Sancho joined his master, their adventure

